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ChartLogic Practice Management is the product Orthopedic 
Physicians use if they want to increase revenue and get paid sooner.

Our flexible Appointment Scheduler easily accommodates the

needs and preferences of your physicians, billing is fast and

effective, and potential problems (such as rejected claims) can

be prevented before they occur. Used by thousands of practices

both large and small, ChartLogic PM is the most powerful

practice management system for orthopedic physicians on the 

market today.

Increase Revenue and Get Paid Sooner
ChartLogic PM for Orthopedics

ChartLogic has been very
responsive to our needs throughout
the meaningful use preparatory
process. With help from them, we
have set up our practice to capture
the needed information.

“

Brenda Willet,
Ozark Mountain ENT

http://go.chartlogic.com/l/76372/2015-05-26/2ckbf
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PM

Practice Management for Orthopedics Overview

Claims Entry
Patient check-out is simplified with ChartLogic’s

quick Claims Entry and one-click payment

posting. These PM features require less data

entry, saving your practice time and money on a

typically cumbersome process.

ChartLogic Practice Management 
Benefits for Orthopedics
•  Less than 5% of claims denied

•  Increases revenue

•  Extremely easy to use

•  Identifies claims errors before they’re rejected

•  Seamless integration with ChartLogic EMR

INCREASE REVENUE
WITH PRACTICE MANAGEMENT

Claims Center
More than 30% of claims are rejected nationally,

but ChartLogic PM reduces claims rejections to

less than 5%. Virtually all potential problems can

be resolved before they hit the A/R report, which

ensures you’ll be paid in a timely manner.

Appointment Scheduler
Setting up new or recurring appointments with

Appointment Scheduler is a breeze, and it’s

flexible enough to correlate with each doctor’s

chosen schedule. This tool is essential for a busy

practice like yours.

Reporting/
Administration
Reports for billing, workflow analysis, and many

other administrative tasks (including your own

customized reports) are available to help you

make sure your practice is on track financially.

eEligibility
How many times have you seen a patient, only to

find out several days later that they don’t have

eligible insurance? ChartLogic’s quick eEligibility

tool runs automatic checks on each patient

in advance, and supplies you with complete

information on co-pays and insurance deductibles.

Collection Center
Collecting from patients and insurance companies

can be difficult, especially when done manually.

The Collection Center automates many tasks,

improving the collections process and requiring a

lot less effort from office staff.

Patient Registration/
Demographics
View an at-a-glance summary of demographic

information, appointment history, and family

structure for each patient with Patient Registration.

Everything you need, from insurance information to

physician referrals, is conveniently

at your fingertips.

Core Features:
Appointment Scheduler

Patient Registration

User Dashboard

Reports Center

Collection Center

Claims Entry

Claims Status Check

Key Modules

eEligibility

Claims Center

Patient Statements

A/R Control Center

Electronic Remittance

Electronic Superbills

Credit Card Payment
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